This paper studied an ordering problem under nonstationary setting. It used the online algorithm with risk-reward that is a combination of probability analysis and classical online algorithm. We obtained an online risk base stock policy whose risk was restricted to a tolerance level by designing online strategy based on forecasting. The strategy gain reward if forecasting successful, the risk is acceptable if unsuccessful. The decision-makers can design online strategy to improve performance in the light of his risk tolerance level.
Introduction
The perishable commodity problem, also known as newsboy problem, is to find the optimal order quantity that maximizes the expected profit under uncertainty demand. If any inventory remains at the end of the period, a discount is used to sell it or it is disposed of；If the order quantity is smaller than the realized demand, the newsboy suffers some penalty because of shortage [1] . The model assumes that the demand in each period are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) continuous random variables.
Interest in this problem has increased the last decade since the newsboy problem was fist introduced by Within (1955) [2] . A variety of extensions to the newsboy problem have been presented and researched, one of the important extensions is to describe different states of information about demand since the optimal order quantity depends on an exact probability distribution that is different in the different situations, and lack of demand visibility is usually considered as a major challenge for efficient inventory management.
Scarf (1958) assumed that only the mean μ and variance 2 σ of demand are known and derived in closed-form the optimal quantity which maximizes the expected profit against the worst possible distribution of demand [3] . Shih (1973) applied a Bayesian methodology to the newsboy problem [4] . Moon and Choi (1995) maximizes the expected profit against the worst possible distribution of demand for a distribution free newsboy problem with balking [5] . Baruch and Joseph (2005) researched the ordering policy of the risk-averse newsboy that assumed the random demand is uniformly distributed between lower bound and upper bound [6] .
To design optimal ordering policy under uncertainty demand is a typical online problem in inventory management that online managers have to decide instantaneously ordering quantity to meet demand when they don't know the future information about demand. For the online problems, the traditional approach is that managers describe probability distribution as in [2] - [6] in the light of personal experience to look for the optimal policy maximizing the expected profit. However, it is very difficult for managers to describe exactly probability distribution in real situations because the demand is affected by lots of factors, real distributions in computational setting are almost always very different from any theoretical distribution assumed in an average case analysis. In such case, the optimal policy is risky, perhaps bring about bad performance. In fact, the most managers are risk averse and eager to trade some expected value to reduce the downside risk. Recently, online algorithm has been gaining recognition for being a complementary approach in the analysis of decision making under uncertainty. In the approach a player designs online strategy, in which player has no knowledge of future demand, is compared with the performance of offline strategy that has knowledge of entire future and operates optimally. This technique of evaluating an online strategy by comparing its performance to the optimal offline strategy is called competitive analysis and was first used by Sleator and Tarjan(1985) in [7] . This is not the place for a lengthy discussion of the merits of online algorithm compared with those of probability analysis; the interested reader may refer to the introductory textbook [8] . The online algorithm [13] - [16] has been used widely include foreign currency exchange, mortgage refinancing and portfolio management [9] - [10] since it has been first introduced in list update and paging rules. In classical online algorithm, the player designs online strategy when he doesn't know absolutely future information, so the online strategy is certain and riskless.
In this paper the online algorithm with riskreward is a combination of probability analysis and classical online algorithm. The approach assumed that online player couldn't describe probability distribution of future demand, but he could forecast the lower bound and upper bound of future demand in the light of personal experience while he beat acceptable risk level. The players design risky online strategy in the base of forecast, the performance of online strategy became better if the forecast was correct. The range of demand forecasted is different if risk preference level is different. The higher the risk preference is, the smaller the range of demand forecasted is, the better the performance of online strategy is if forecast is correct. The improvement of the performance of risky online strategy over that of the optimal riskless online strategy is looked up as the reward that player bear risk.
Online model with risk-reward

Problem description
In the uncertain demand setting, the managers employ base stock policy to meet future demand, the inventory system is reviewed once in a period, the replenishment is instantaneous (0 lead time). When the demand exceeds the ordering quantity in a period, excess demand is backlogged until it is subsequently filled by a delivery, but a shortage penalty h is paid by the buyer to his customers for each unit of unfilled demand [11] . The remains must be disposed of, v is a salvage value for each unit of inventory remaining at the end of each period. shortage penalty h associated with the failure to meet demand. The loss g and shortage penalty are charged at the end of each period. The optimal ordering policy is to minimize the total cost over the duration of the process because the excess demands are backlogged and it is subsequently filled by a delivery. We assumed that an online player didn't know probability distribution in real situations, but that he known exactly the lower bound and upper bound of future demand [ , ] m M , let / M m φ = . The player designs an online ordering strategy in the light of information about demand that he knows exactly, and obtains the competitive ratio of online strategy that is riskless. Let The less A r is, the better the performance of A is, the optimal competitive ratio for a problem is
which is riskless. In the classical online algorithm and competitive analysis, the online player overlooks absolutely information about future demand, which has been criticized as being too conservative because of ignoring valuable information. In most cases, the managers don't seek to minimize risk, but to manage it. They would like to accept a risk level in order to potential reward. Al-Binali(1999) 
Model
Considering a single product dynamic inventory problem, the demand in period i is i
the manager employs base stock policy. Obviously, the manager always let S D i i = if he knows the future demand in advance. We can get the optimal cost for offline problem:
For an online risk manager, he can forecast the future demand of period i
within risk tolerance t , but can not know exact value. The manager designs online ordering strategy, let ' S be the order up to level.
We have the cost of online strategy within risk
Forecast & competitive analysis
In this section, we first design online risk strategy in the base of forecasting demand, and the competitive analysis show that this strategy is optimal online ordering strategy when forecast is correct. In addition, we gain the upper bound and of range of forecasting demand that doesn't exceed the manager's acceptable risk tolerance level.
Theorem 1 Within a certain range of future
f F m M ∈ ) and designing online ordering strategy in the base of forecasting, let order up to level be 
For the offline adversary, the most value F and the least value f of demand are the best approach to make the competitive ratio as great as possible, that is, there are no other online strategies that can improve competitive ratio. The online ordering strategy ' S is the optimal and competitive ratio
The proof is completed. The equation of competitive ratio show that the less ' φ is， the less the competitive ratio is. Namely, the higher the risk preference is, the better the performance of online strategy is if forecast is correct.
⑵ The reward is 
If the forecast is incorrect, offline adversary select the most value M or the least value m of demand second to make the competitive ratio of risk strategy as great as possible.
In 
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Therefore, the proof of theorem 2 can be derived from (8) and (9) . The theorem 1 and theorem 2 show that the manager can deal effectually with uncertain problems when he can not know probability distribution of the problem under non-stationary setting by using online algorithm with risk-reward, which make the manager not only utilizing valuable information and experience but also controlling risk within his tolerance level.
Numerical analysis
In this section, we consider one numerical example in order to assess the merits of using online algorithm with risk-reward under non-stationary demand.
To estimate the benefit of online algorithm with risk-reward, we first assume that the future demand be in the range which is enough great and is riskless, then the manager forecast the range of future demand within his risk tolerance level and design online risk strategy.
Consider a perishable commodity with purchasing cost of $ 3. The optimal deterministic competitive ratio is * 1.27 r = from theorem 1. Table 1 In numerical experiment we exam forecast range and competitive ratio within different risk tolerance level when the manager forecast that the upper bound F is 750. The observation that can be made from Table 1 is that the higher the risk preference is, the smaller the range forecasted is, the better the performance of online strategy is if forecast is correct.
Conclusions
The future demand is influenced by more and more factors and become extremely uncertain because of the development of technology furious competition. Under non-stationary setting, the managers can almost not describe suitable probability distribution; in addition, classical online algorithm is too conservative. In this paper the manager employ online algorithm with risk-reward to deal with ordering problem in supply chain, which make effectually use of valuable information within acceptable risk tolerance level.
